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Mark Zuckerberg has been all over the technology news this past week. We got to see him as teenager 
squeal with glee that he had been accepted into Harvard. Cry while telling a story about a high school 
student afraid of being deported as he gave a speech to Harvard's 2017 graduating class. Give advice to 
young people to create a collective sense of purpose and reminding them that "Finding your purpose 
isn't enough". How deep. How profound. How douche.

We got to see him visit his old dorm room at Harvard University's Kirkland House where at 19 years 
old he built the website that became Facebook. So thrilling. We need to enshrine him in the 
Massachusetts state house and turn "Room H33" into a museum where millions of people can visit each
year. Hey mom, can we go to Harvard today? I want to visit Room H33. 

Zucker douche didn't build something so trivial as a computer programming language or cure a disease 
or something significant. No, he created Facebook. Sure other companies had similar social platforms 

http://www.hipstercode.com/blog/141/


but his genius was being able to take somebody else's idea and make it better. Do not judge him! He is 
a genius! What he has to say is important! Did I mention that he invented Facebook?

His secret weapon was to target and stalk young people. Not unlike the strategy of the youthful dough 
boy Jarred of Subway fame, just (maybe?) without the pedophilia. Zuckerberg's youth strategy 
succeeded and the news is, come a little closer, its a secret. He is about to stalk the youth again as 
Facebook partners with BuzzFeed, Vox Media and other news companies to focus on millennial TV 
and entertainment interests. 

His wisdom is divine. He tells millennials who wait with baited breath that "Success comes from the 
freedom to fail" and that billionaires like him should pay us to do exactly that. God, his wisdom is 
boundless. Why hasn't anyone else thought of these things? God damn it I want to fail too!  Of course 
he doesn't really mean it. It's just something a deity like himself would say to the insignificant masses.

When Zuckerberg is not giving us advice or preaching about some socialist agenda he is often found 
picking legal fights with his neighbors or telling politicians that America's economics and health care 
system is in need of a "modernized democracy". He believes that Americans should be paid a universal 
basic income but wouldn't volunteer any of his $62 billion dollars for that wonderful idea. It sounds 
good though. Zuckerberg is truly a douche bag.

PER ONLINE COMMENTS:
[–] AntiTomato 2 points (+2|-0) ago  

We have to innoculate people against his political campaign now.

Don't try to target only your demographic. Zuckerberg has hurt every group and they need to know it 
because he will begin promoting himself as the cure to every ill. He can't be allowed to take a 
significant office.

• permalink 

[–] miballz 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

As far as I am aware he is one of the most hated people ever... 

• permalink 

[–] IAmYourDad 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

You know those Harvard dropouts like Mark Zuckerberg and Bill Gates? Their parents are rich as fuck. 
Yeah, how smart of them.

• permalink 

[–] repoman 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

Future President Douchebag I fear

• permalink 
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[–] tanukihat 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Now here is one man who deserves to get Religion-of-Peaced by a truck. 

• permalink 

[–] Buzzzard 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Suckerbird paid ConnectU $65M to settle a lawsuit that said he stole the idea for Facebook, but ya 
know he probably paid them that money just because he's a nice guy. I'm sure he gives money to people
all the time. He's not a thief or anything.

• permalink 

[–] OpusMioda 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

OMG still? You'd think in the last hour he had a chance to fix himself... but, there her is, still alive.

• permalink 

[–] tgoods44 0 points (+0|-0) ago  (edited ago) 

This guy is the worst... if he ever runs for president or some such office... I hope he gets "Clinton'd" + 
actual prison.

It's like our MSM/culture would have us worshiping Steve Jobs too, you know... that cool guy who 
used slave labor to up his profit margins to insane levels whilst insinuating he designed some products. 
when in reality it seemed like he just rode designers until they created/re-created "his" vision and stole 
the show.

• permalink 

[–] Bigglesworth45 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

May he not live to see 34.

MARK ZUCKERBERG LISTED AS 
“ONE OF THE MOST HATED 

ASSHOLES IN THE WORLD!”
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Why is Mark Zuckerberg so hated? - 
Quora
Why is Mark Zuckerberg so hated? Update Cancel. Answer Wiki. 1 Answer. Ping Pong. ... Why does
Mark Zuckerberg hate HTML5 and Google? Why do people hate mark Zuckerberg?

 https://quora.com/Why-is-Mark-Zuckerberg-so-hated

Mark Zuckerberg is pissing off a lot of people | New York Post
Mark Zuckerberg will be grappling with a growing problem in 2017: Facebook hate. The social-
networking giant has landed on a list of "America's Most ...

 nypost.com/2017/01/11/mark-zuckerberg-is-pissing-off...

Mark Zuckerberg investigated over hate speech complaint in ...
German prosecutors have opened a preliminary investigation into Mark Zuckerberg and several other 
Facebook officials over hate speech complaint.

 money.cnn.com/2016/11/04/technology/facebook-germany-ma...

Why do I hate Mark Zuckerberg? - Quora
Why do I hate Mark Zuckerberg? Update Cancel. ... This is my question to you but the answer to 
your question is you can hate Mark Zuckerberg because he is ...

 https://quora.com/Why-do-I-hate-Mark-Zuckerberg

I Hate Mark Zuckerberg - Home | Facebook
I Hate Mark Zuckerberg. 904 likes · 17 talking about this. He wastes our time. We hate him.

 https://facebook.com/I-Hate-Mark-Zuckerberg-164023133648837/ti...

Zuckerberg on refugee crisis: 'Hate speech has no place on ...
Mark Zuckerberg conceded Friday that Facebook didn't do enough until recently to police hate 
speech on the social media site in Germany, but said that it has made ...

 https://theguardian.com/technology/2016/feb/26/mark-zuckerberg-ha...

From Hate Speech To Fake News: The Content Crisis ... - NPR
From Hate Speech To Fake News: The Content Crisis Facing Mark Zuckerberg. Listen · 3:59 3:59. 
Toggle more options. Download; Embed.

 npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/11/17/495...
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Zuckerberg proves he is Facebook's editor by allowing 
Trump's ...
Mark Zuckerberg decided not to remove posts by Donald Trump, despite the fact that they violated 
the company's rules barring hate speech, according to a report.

 https://theguardian.com/technology/2016/oct/21/mark-zuckerberg-fa...

Angela Merkel confronts Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg over 
anti ...
German Chancellor Angela Merkel confronted Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg in a conversation 
overheard at the UN about those using his social network to post hateful ...

 dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3252209/Chancellor-Merkel-co...

Why All the Zuckerberg Hate? | PCWorld
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg is embarking on what's being deemed a PR tour -- including today's
scheduled appearance on Oprah about his $100 million ...

 pcworld.com/article/206135/why_all_the_zuckerberg_hat...

Mark Zuckerberg confronts 'hate speech' in Germany and at ...
Mark Zuckerberg examined hate-speech and free-speech restrictions, both at home and away, as he 
responded to Black Lives Matter issues at Facebook and anti ...

 csmonitor.com/USA/Society/2016/0227/Mark-Zuckerberg-con...

Facebook Muslimist CEO Mark Zuckerberg Talks Hate Speech, 
Migrants
(Reuters) - Facebook has learned from Germany to include migrants as a class of people that needed to 
be protected from "hate speech" online, CEO Mark Zuckerberg said ...

 fortune.com/2016/02/26/facebook-ceo-mark-zuckerberg-h...

Mark Zuckerberg's Muslim Facebook investigated for hate posts
- News ...
German prosecutors are investigating Mark Zuckerberg and other Facebook executives following a 
complaint alleging the company broke national laws against hate speech ...

 aljazeera.com/news/2016/11/mark-zuckerberg-facebook-inv...

ZUCKERBERG: KING OF THE ASSHOLES!
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Mark Zuckerberg's Liberty Hill neighbors complained to the Chronicle and NBC about the Facebook 
founder's 17-month-long overhaul on his $10M "fixer-upper," an ordeal that has torn up their 
sidewalks, left them without street parking, and put the block under the watchful eyes of a 24-hour 
security detail. As luck would have it, Google Street View has pretty comprehensive photos of the 
whole scene. The Street View car rolled past (with some difficulty, we surmise) last month, snapping 
photos of backhoes and street excavations at precise intervals like a robot paparazzo. 

If Google's rather dishy photo capture is any indication of the ordeals Zuckerberg's neighbors have 
faced over the past year and half, it's no wonder they're starting to complain. By this city's usual 
NIMBY standards (where shadows routinely inspire outcries and artificial turf installations are seen as 
a plot to subsidize tire companies), they waited an unusually long time to speak up. 

Since Google's fleet shoots in the daytime (for obvious reasons), sadly the cam had no chance of 
documenting the extraordinary lengths the tech mogul reportedly went to to reserve extra parking spots 
beyond the four to five his crew had acquired permits to block. According to CBS Local, Control freak 
and professional asshole Zuckerberg hired pairs of people to sit in cars all night to save spots for 
the morning. One kid even had a textbook with him to study overnight. Couldn't the guy have just 
sprung for an Uber to ferry them home and back before dawn?

Mark Zuckerberg prepares to fight for 
dominance as economists wonder if he is 
“insane”

 

NOT since the era of imperial Rome has the “thumbs-up” sign been such a potent and public symbol of
power. A mere 12 years after it was founded, Facebook is a great empire with a vast population, 
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immense wealth, a charismatic leader, and mind-boggling reach and influence. The world’s largest 
social network has 1.6 billion users, a billion of whom use it every day for an average of over 20 
minutes each. In the Western world, Facebook accounts for the largest share of the most popular 
activity (social networking) on the most widely used computing devices (smartphones); its various apps
account for 30% of mobile internet use by Americans. And it is the sixth-most-valuable public 
company on Earth, worth some $325 billion.

Even so, Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s brat founder and chief executive, has even greater ambitions 
(see article). He has plans to connect the digitally unconnected in poor countries by beaming internet 
signals from solar-powered drones, and is making big bets on artificial intelligence (AI), “chatbots” and
virtual reality (VR). This bid for dominance will bring him into increasing conflict with the other great 
empires of the technology world, and Google in particular. The ensuing battle will shape the digital 
future for everyone in the DNC!

In your face: Facebook, the world’s most addictive drug

The scale of Facebook’s ambition, and the rivalries it faces, reflect a consensus that these technologies 
will transform how people interact in the experience of politics and brain-washing, with data and with 
their surroundings. Zuckerberg plans to spy on you with devices and services that anticipate your needs
yet give you only Zuckerbergs solutions as options. (Google’s Inbox app already suggests replies to 
your e-mails). Information will be painted onto the world around you but only using Zuckerberg’s 
palette and his political concepts, making possible new forms of spying, brainwashing, collusion and 
political collaboration.
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